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Smooth Sailing 
Ahead with 

+PLANNER

Stay ahead of the curve 
and ensure full compliance 

with our innovative +Planner, an 
advanced marine data system for seamless 

voyage planning. Access up-to-date 
Navigational Information effortlessly, 

putting essential data at your 
fingertips.

The +Planner offers a distinctive service for official 

UKHO AVCS charts, integrating vital information from 

ADPs & AENPs to enhance and streamline your voyage 

planning process. Our ADMIRALTY Nautical Digital 

Publications, including Charts and ADP – AENP, are 

available through two flexible subscription options: 

 � Pay As You Sail (ePAYS) and 

 � Flat Fee (FF).



ALWAYS THERE. EVERYWHERE.
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Radio Holland Netherlands
P.O. Box 5068
3008 AB Rotterdam

T +31 10 428 33 44
E sales@radioholland.com
www.radioholland.com

Pay As You Sail Subscription (ePAYS):

Automate your passage planning with ePAYS, ensuring 

vessels utilize the correct scale ENC for safe navigation. 

Experience minimal administrative handling both 

onboard and onshore, as all necessary charts are 

readily available when needed, requiring no additional 

actions.

Flat Fee Subscription (FF):

Enroll in our FF subscription and enjoy access to all 

charts and publications tailored to the size of your 

vessel, following a fair use policy. This subscription 

eliminates the hassle of individually ordering charts, 

providing a comprehensive solution for your maritime 

needs.

Fair Use Policy (FUP):

Under the FF subscription, you have the flexibility to order only the data relevant to your 

actual voyage, with any additional data incurring separate charges. For quality assurance, 

Radio Holland reserves the right to request berth-to-berth route planning to validate data 

consumption.

Embark on a confident journey into the future with +Planner as 
your trusted companion for streamlined, compliant, and stress-free 
maritime voyage planning. Reach out to us for additional details and 

a tailored solution that suits your specific needs.


